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Abstract: I study finite-temperature N = 1 super Yang-Mills for any gauge group G =
AN , BN , CN , DN , E6,7,8, F4, G2, compactified from four dimensions on a torus, R2 × S1L × S1β.
I examine in particular the low temperature regime L β = 1/T , where L is the length of the
spatial circle with periodic boundary conditions and with anti-periodic boundary conditions
for the adjoint gauginos along the thermal cycle S1β. For small such L we are in a regime
were semiclassical calculations can be performed and a transition occurs at Tc much smaller
than 1/NL. The transition is mediated by the competition between non-perturbative objects
including ’exotic’ topological molecules: neutral and magnetic bions composed of BPS and
KK monopole constituents, with r = rank(G) different charges in the co-root lattice of the
gauge group G, and the perturbative electrically charged W-bosons (along with their wino
superpartners).
The difference from non-SUSY theories here is that the Higgsing along the thermal cycle
gives rise to a light modulus scalar field which couples to both bion-instantons and the W-
bosons, and mediates a transition near Tc where the bions and W-bosons compete with equal
strengths. The transition is seen to be similar to previous studies on R3×S1L [1,2,12,13] with
general gauge group where a first order transition was found for all groups, but a second order
one for the case of SU(2) on the torus R2 × S1L × S1β, which was subjected to lattice studies
in [1].
I determine a duality to a double Coulomb gas of neutral and magnetic bions of different
charges of their constituent monopole-instantons, and W-bosons of both scalar and electric
charges. Aharanov-Bohm interactions exist between magnetic bions and W-bosons, and scalar
charges of W-bosons and neutral bions attract like charges, as opposed to the magnetic and
electric charges where like charges repel. It is hoped in the future that lattice studies of
this Coulomb gas can be done as in [1] for all gauge groups. It is hoped that a dual lattice
’affine’ XY model with symmetry breaking perturbations can also be found in future studies
of general gauge group as done in [1] for SU(2).
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1 Introduction and outline
Studies of the dynamics of N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory (SYM) on R3 × S1L has been of
much interest in the past couple decades. With supersymmetry preserving boundary condi-
tions along the small spatial cycle of length L there is a smooth interpolation from the effective
three dimensional theory and the full four dimensional one, due to the large-N/large-volume
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correspondence1, and other dualities. Furthermore, at small such L, the theory becomes
weakly coupled and the non-Abelian supersymmetric theory becomes fully Abelianized. This
ensures the existence of no light mass charged matter fields to allow the theory to run into
strong coupling in the infrared, large-distance theory, at energies less then 1/NL2. This is
the mass of the lightest W boson of the theory with mass acquired as the lightest excited
Kaluza-Klein mode winding the spatial cycle S1L. Our regime of weak coupling then occurs
for NLΛ  1, where Λ is the strong coupling scale where the strong coupling g2 ≈ O(1).
This allows reliable semi-classical monopole-instanton calculations to be performed, and both
perturbative and non-perturbative sectors of the theory can be reliably explored analytically.
Studies of SYM can also apply to finding results of non-SUSY theories as well [1], such
as QCD(adj) (i.e. YM with multiple adjoint Weyl fermions). It is found that in both SUSY
and non-SUSY theories that the underlying mechanism of confinement and mass-gap gen-
eration is due to the proliferation of certain topological ’excitations’ in the vacuum of the
theory: correlated instanton-anti-instanton events such as the magnetic and neutral bions.
The magnetic bions carry zero topological charge and two units of magnetic charge. It is
these magnetic bions that lead to mass gap due to Debye screening in the magnetic bion gas.
The neutral bions are somewhat more interesting and peculiar. These ’molecules’ carry
zero units of magnetic and topological charge, but two units of scalar charge. their for-
mation and stability is of interest and results from either evoking supersymmetry, using
excluded volume arguments, or the use of a certain Bogomolny-Zinn-Justin prescription [4].
’Resurgence’ theory has its role here. It is these neutral bions that allow for the centre-
stabilization of the gauge group in the vacuum of the theory, allowing for the confined phase
where centre-symmetry is preserved at low temperatures, even though perturbative effective
potentials tend to destabilize centre-symmetry. The perturbative effective potential of the
theory tends to attract eigenvalues of the Wilson lines and destroys centre symmetry through
eigenvalue clumping. This perturbative effective potential will be found in Section 2. The
combined dynamics of both these perturbative objects (the W bosons in the theory, which
are produced thermally at finite temperature) and the non-perturbative objects determine
the occurrence of the deconfinement phase transition as they compete at different tempera-
1This correspondence states that for a theory compactified onto an effective lower dimensional theory
the expectation values of observables are the same in the higher dimensional non-compactified theory with
corrections of the order of O(1/N2) (as long as centre symmetry is preserved [19], [28]). It is important to
note, however, that the regime of interest for the large-N/volume correspondence requires Nc, or c2(G), to be
large enough that LΛc2(G) >> 1, and so to study higher dimensional theories one must forfeit the benefits of
semi-classical calculability. Yet there may still be information one can get about the higher dimensional theory
for ’intermediate’ sized N (with LNΛ sufficiently less than one) as the expectation values of observables are
correct to O(1/N2) and so errors fall off quicker than 1/N << 1/LΛ. This will not be discussed further in
this work, however.
2Or 1/c2(G)L for general groups other than SU(N), where c2(G) is the dual Coxeter number of the gauge
group. See Appendix A for more on Lie group and Lie algebra conventions and notations.
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tures. The centre-stabilizing bions dominating at lower temperatures, and the proliferation
of centre-destabilizing W-bosons at higher temperatures compete and allow for a deconfining
phase transition at a temperature where these objects are in equal strength and abundance.
The usefulness of having a compact dimension to analytically study gauge theories in a
theoretically-controlled manner at weak coupling for any gauge group has successfully been
done recently for super Yang-Mills on R3 × S1L with a mass for the gaugino. This is called
deformed SYM (SYM*) studied in [2] and the deconfinement phase transition has been found
at a critical gaugino mass (depending on the theta angle of the theory) to be first order for all
gauge groups other than SU(2) where it is second order [1]. It is conjectured that this zero
temperature quantum phase transition is continuously related, as a function of gaugino mass
m, to the thermal deconfinement transition of pure Yang-Mills as m→∞ at some critical de-
confinement temperature Tc. Much supports this conjecture, including lattice studies where
qualitative agreement to the zero temperature phase transition has been shown such as the
order of the transition, its universality class of centre-symmetry breaking, and dependence
on theta-angle [17].
This work considers a finite temperature study of N = 1 super Yang-Mills (SYM) by hav-
ing an additional compact direction along the time direction of size the inverse temperature
of the theory β = 1/T . Having finite temperature breaks the supersymmetry of the theory
if we take the (adjoint) fermions in the theory, the gluinos, to have anti-periodic boundary
conditions along the thermal circle, and periodic ones for the gluons. This gives us then a
full playground in which to study semi-classically a theory in lesser dimensions at finite tem-
perature and with supersymmetry breaking, and eases the study of the deconfinement phase
transition.
This study of SYM, for the case of SU(2), was recently done in [1] on R2 × S1L × S1β. Here,
the role of perturbative and non-perturbative objects in the deconfinement phase transition,
where now there is coupling to a scalar field φ, was determined. The resulting dual Coulomb
gas of particles involves the W bosons (and superpartners) as well as the neutral and magnetic
bions, but with scalar charges attributed to the W’s and the neutral bions. These scalar
charges attract like charges (unlike how magnetic and electric charges attract opposites) and
introduce instabilities to the theory. This gauge theory subjected to lattice studies in [1]
both for the so-called double Coulomb gas and its related ’affine’ XY-model with symmetry
breaking perturbations and fugacities coupled to the scalar field φ. It is this scalar field that
breaks the electric-magnetic (Kramers-Vannier) duality enjoyed by the SU(2) theory [15]
without supersymmetry on R3 × S1L. In this paper I generalize these results and dualities for
general gauge group G and suggest methods for future study of the phase transitions involved,
especially for future lattice Monte Carlo simulations of the Coulomb gas derived here.
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1.1 Outline and summary
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of [1] for SU(2) N = 1 super Yang-Mills
to general gauge group G. In [1] the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions to the
effective potential were calculated and dualities to a ’double’ Coulomb gas of magnetic and
neutral bions, as well as W bosons and their wino superpartners, was derived. This was used
in lattice studies along with a dual ’affine’ XY-model with symmetry breaking perturbations
coupled to a scalar field φ. It is the presence of this scalar field that breaks the electric-
magnetic duality found in [15] for the non-supersymmetric theory on R3 × S1, and makes
the supersymmetric theory here and in [1] harder to study analytically as now the W-boson’s
fugacity depends on the scalar field φ. Hence we subjected the dual models of the theory
to numerical studies and Monte Carlo simulations. A second order phase transition was ob-
served through these simulations and it would be a good task of future research to subject the
Coulomb gases and spin models in this paper to lattice studies as well and to observe a first
order phase transition for gauge groups other than SU(2), as found in [2], through analytical
methods, studying deformed super Yang-Mills (SYM*) with a mass for the gluino.
The paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2 I review the perturbative dynamics of Yang-
Mills theory on R2×S1L×S1β and its N = 1 supersymmetric version, beginning with the zero
temperature case of R3×S1L in section 2.1 where I set up a notation valid for all gauge groups
G. In section 2.2, I develop the T > 0 theory compactified on the torus R2 × S1L × S1β and
calculate the perturbative one-loop effective potential.
Section 3 is devoted to a review of the non-perturbative sector of the theory valid
for all simple Lie algebras g = Lie(G). Monopole solutions and bion structure will be
briefly reviewed with emphasis on general gauge group. The zero-temperature dynamics
will be discussed followed by the finite temperature dynamics. The total effective potential
VT = V
pert.
eff. +V
non−pert. on R2×S1L×S1β will be found and consideration of the superpotential
will be done.
Section 4 contains a derivation of a dual double Coulomb gas to SYM at finite tempera-
ture in general gauge group and the partition function will be calculated and constituents of
the gas will be studied. This is a main result of this work and one hopes that simulations of
this Coulomb gas in the case of general gauge group can be done in the near future as in [1]
for SU(2).
The Appendix begins with part A reviewing Lie groups and Lie algebras in general,
sets up the notation and definitions and explains the necessary concepts. Part B contains a
complete derivation of the finite-temperature perturbative effective potential on R2×S1L×S1β
and more details on the derivation of the dual ’universal’ Coulomb gas. Part C reviews
monopole solutions (BPS and KK) for all gauge groups.
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2 Perturbative dynamics of SYM on R2 × S1L × S1β and effective potential
for all gauge groups
In this section I examine the perturbative dynamics of N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory on R2 × S1L × S1β for any semi-simple Lie group G. I begin with a review of the
theory at zero temperature and move on to new results of the perturbative dynamics at finite
temperature T > 0. The non-perturbative dynamics will be discussed in the next section.
2.1 T = 0 dynamics of super Yang-Mills on R3 × S1L
I consider N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with general gauge group G with a single
massless adjoint Weyl fermion (the gaugino/gluino). The action on R2 × S1L × S1β is then
S =
∫
R2×S1L×S1β
tr[
1
2g2
FMNFMN +
2i
g2
λ¯σ¯MDMλ], (2.1)
where FMN = FMNaT a, where FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM + ig[AM , AN ], is written in the basis
of the generators of the Lie group G, and similarly λ = λaT a. DM is the covariant derivative
∂M + igAM , and σM = (i, ~τ) and σ¯M = (−i, ~τ) where ~τ are the Pauli matrices. I write
~x ∈ R2 for the non-compact (1-2) spatial directions and have x0 = x0 +β and x3 = x3 +L for
the compact directions. Both the adjoint fermion and the gauge field (gluon) have periodic
boundary conditions along the spatial circle S1L, but along the thermal cycle S
1
β the former
have anti-periodic boundary conditions while the latter have periodic boundary conditions.
At zero temperature β → ∞ and the differing boundary conditions do not matter; hence
supersymmetry remains unbroken at zero temperature. Recall that I take LΛQCD << 1 so
one-loop calculations can be easily done to integrate out Kaluza-Klein modes along the S1L,
which calculates the Coleman-Weinberg (or Gross-Pisarski-Yaffe, GPY [39]) effective poten-
tial V pert.eff (ΩL). Supersymmetry sets this potential to zero as the determinants of gluon and
gluino cancel to all orders in perturbation theory. However, non-perturbative corrections in
monopole backgrounds contribute a V nonpert.eff and will be found in the next Section.
At zero temperature we consider the action (2.1) in the vacuum < A3 >=< A
a
3 > H
a,
where we are in the Cartan subalgebra and the theory is Abelian. In general theories the group
G gauge theory is broken by the Higgs field 〈A3〉 spontaneously to some smaller subgroup
G → H × U(1)r−m where H is a subgroup of rank m < r. For example, SU(N) breaks
down to U(1)N−1 and becomes fully Abelianized. At zero temperature SUSY (nf = 1) we
always have full Abelianization and Λc2(G)L << 1. Examining the non-perturbative effective
potential later we see that A3’s minima are located at the rank(G) + 1 = |Z(G)| roots of
unity (< A3 >=< A
a
3 > H
a, where Ha are the Cartan generators of the Lie group G) and
the Z(G)(L) symmetry is preserved at T = 0. The action (2.1) then becomes:
Sβ→∞ =
∫
R2×S1β
L
g2
tr[−1
2
FµνFµν + (DµA3)
2 + 2iλ¯(σ¯µDµλ− iσ¯3[A3, λ])] (2.2)
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=
L
g2
∫
R2×S1β
(F aµνH
a)2/4 + (∂µA
a
3H
a)2/2 + iλ¯aσ¯µ∂µλ
a,
where in the second line all fields are in the Cartan subalgebra, so Aa3T
a → Aa3Ha, and simi-
larly for ~Fµν and ~λ (all massive gauge fields have been integrated out in (2.2) above, leaving
only massless fields {X} in the path integral ∫ D{X}e−S[{X}]).
Let me consider the matter present in this theory. The r components of the gauge field
A3 along the Cartan subalgebra direction are massless perturbatively, but acquire a small
mass ≈ e−8pi2/g2 non-perturbatively which will be shown in the next section. The remaining
components acquire mass mW = pi/c2(G)L, where c2(G) is the dual Coxeter number of the
Lie group. (See Table 4 in Appendix A for Lie algebra conventions and data). These are the
W-bosons of the theory. Similarly, the components of the gauginos that don’t commute with
< A3 > acquire the same mass mW and these constitute the superpartners of the W-bosons,
the winos. We also have the remaining components Aaµ of the gauge field, or, equivalently,
F aµν . Let us assemble these components into a more compact notation. Define first r fields σ
a
and combine them into a vector ~σ (from now on the vector notation ~v denotes r-dimensional
vectors in the Cartan subalgebra), through Abelian duality:
µνλ∂λ~σ ≡ 4piL
g2
~Fµν . (2.3)
The components of ~σ form r spin-zero dual photon fields. We also define a scalar field ~φ as
~φ ≡ 4piL
g2
~A3 − 4pi
2
g2
~ρ, (2.4)
so that ~φ = 0 corresponds to Z(G)(L) center symmetry unbroken. Here, ~ρ is the Weyl vector of
the Lie algebra, ~ρ =
∑r
i=1 ~ωi, where ~ωi are the fundamental weights
3 defined by ~αi · ~ωj = δij .
It turns out that this can be written as a sum of positive roots, ~ρ = 12
∑
~α∈∆+r ~α. The
bosonic part of the Lagrangian from (2.2) can be written compactly as Lfree bosonic,β→∞ =
g2
2(4pi)2L
[(∂µ~σ)
2 + (∂µ~φ)
2].4
One further comment before proceeding is the computation of traces in different represen-
tations. In (2.2) I took the gauge fields to lie within the Cartan subalgebra of g. As outlined
in Appendix A, the weights of representation R are eigenvalue sets of the Cartan matrices
Ha in representation R. Hence we have for any field X, trRX = Tr(XaHa) =
∑R
~w∈∆w
~X · ~w,
where ∆Rw is the set of weights of R, which for the adjoint representation, as seen in Appendix
A, are the set of all roots of g. We use this from now on in computing traces. I now turn to
the finite temperature dynamics.
3Do not confuse these with the weights of the fundamental representation. See Appendix A for more on
weights.
4Note that in supersymmetry we can obtain the kinetic terms for the gluon and gluino from the K ahler
potential K = g
2
2(4pi)2L
B†B, where B is a dimensionless chiral superfield with lowest component ~φ− i~σ.
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2.2 Finite temperature dynamics of SYM on R2 × S1L × S1β and the effective po-
tential
At finite temperature supersymmetry no longer holds as the anti-periodic boundary conditions
for the gluino along the thermal cycle break supersymmetry, and the perturbative effective
potential no longer vanishes due to non-cancelling of gauge and gaugino determinants. Hence,
at finite temperature, our effective Lagrangian takes the form (in the adjoint representation
from now on)
L = L
∫
d2x
∑
~w∈∆adjw
[F ijFij/4g
2+|Di ~A3 · ~w|2/2g2+|Di ~A0 · ~w|2/2g2+V GPY T2eff ( ~A0, ~A3)+ (2.5)
+Vnon pert.( ~A0, ~A3) + (fermions)],
where the non-perturbative potential Vnon pert. will be found in the next section. In this sec-
tion I compute the perturbative effective potential of the W-bosons and winos present from
the Higgsing due to the compactification of the 4D theory.
On calculating the effective one-loop perturbative potential we integrate out the heavy
Kaluza-Klein modes along both directions of the torus T2, which is related to computing the
determinant of the operator O = D2M on S1L × S1β for both gauge and gaugino fluctuations in
the background of constant holonomies along the torus to give us V perteff (A
a
0, A
a
3). The other
components of the gauge field not along the Cartan subalgebra are set to zero in the effective
potential as it is minimized by commuting holonomies. I present a method of calculation
using zeta functions in Appendix B.1.
The end result, combining contributions from both the gauge fields and the gauginos, is
V pert.eff = −2
∞∑
p=1
[1−(−1)p]
∑
~w∈∆w
∑
n∈Z
e−2pip|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|
piβ3Lp3
(1+2pip|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|) cos(pβ ~A0·~w).
(2.6)
I now look at the low temperature contribution and consider just the p = 1 term as other
terms are suppressed by higher powers of the Boltzmann factor e−mW /T = e−β/L. The result
is
V pert.,lowTeff (
~A0, ~A3) ≈ −4
∑
~w∈∆w
∑
n∈Z
e−2pi|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|
piβ3L
(1+2pi|nβ/L+β ~A3· ~w/2pi|) cos(β ~A0· ~w).
(2.7)
Let me make a few comments about the perturbative effective potential. The effective po-
tential is periodic in ~A0 and ~A3, with respective periods 2pi/β and 2pi/L. These fields en-
code the centre symmetries Z(β) and Z(L). Although the Z(β) centre symmetry breaks at
the deconfinement temperature, the Z(L) centre symmetry remains unbroken up until tem-
peratures beyond the deconfinement phase transition, yet still breaks at a temperature of
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T ≈> MW = 2pi/c2(G)L. Also, (2.18) is valid for c2(G)LT << 1 and the mass of the scalar
fields φ (i.e. ~A3) is exponentially suppressed by the Boltzmann factor e
−2pi/c2(G)LT . At T = 0
the scalar field is not massless, however, as we will find later the field gets an exponentially
small mass from non-perturbative contributions ≈ e−4pi2/g2 , and these dominate at very low
temperature. Also note that finding the vacuum of the theory is not found by simply min-
imizing the perturbative effective potential (2.18) alone. When the non-perturbative sector
of the theory, discussed next, is taken into account the thermal electric charges couple to
magnetic charges and the total effective potential gets a non-perturbative contribution.
3 Review of non-perturbative dynamics of SYM on R2×S1L×S1β for general
gauge group
I now examine the non-perturbative sector of the theory. This includes the effects of magnetic
monopole-instantons ((anti) self-dual objects) which are charged in the co-root lattice Λ∨r of
the Lie algebra g, as well as exotic topological ’molecules’: the neutral bions and the the mag-
netic bions (non self-dual objects). These enter into the path integral with action (3), and
hence into the partition function of the theory. I begin by describing the zero temperature
dynamics of such particles.
Due to the topology of gauge groups we find that for a gauge group G fully abelianized
to U(1)r there are r BPS monopole solutions as pi2(G/U(1)
r) ≈ pi1(U(1)r) ≈ Zr. Also, due
to the compactness of the x3-coordinate we obtain another solution called the twisted or KK
monopole. These solutions are (anti) self-dual objects localized in space and time, and are
dilute so we can ignore their internal structure and examine their long-range fields. The field
of a single BPS ( ¯BPS) monopole of type j, j = 1, . . . , r, localized at the origin is, in the
stringy gauge, [2] (Here Aµ = A
a
µH
a)
Aj,BPS,
¯BPS
0 = ∓
x1
r(r + x2)
~α∨j · ~H, (3.1)
Aj,BPS,
¯BPS
1 = ±
x0
r(r + x2)
~α∨j · ~H,
Aj,BPS,
¯BPS
2 = 0,
Aj,BPS,
¯BPS
3 = (
pi
L
− 1
r
)~α∨j · ~H,
where r =
√
x20 + x
2
1 + x
2
2. These gauge field components are charged under the co-root
lattice of the Lie algebra and so are multiplied by ~α∨a 5. These components of the gauge field
give the correct asymptotics of the magnetic field at infinity as in the Appendix (C.11). The
field for the KK (K¯K) monopole similarly reads
A0,KK,K¯K0 = ±
x1
r(r + x2)
~α∨0 · ~H, (3.2)
5The co-roots in other literature are sometimes written as ~α∗j
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A0,KK,K¯K1 = ∓
x0
r(r + x2)
~α∨0 · ~H,
A0,KK,K¯K2 = 0,
A0,KK,K¯K3 = (
pi
L
+
1
r
)~α∨0 · ~H.
These gauge fields have an additional charge factor ~α∨0 , the affine co-root of g. See
Appendix C for more on monopole-instanton solutions. These monopole-instantons carry
magnetic charge Qam from Gauss’ law∫
S2∞
d2ΣµB
j
µ = 4piQ
j
m, j = 0, . . . , r, (3.3)
where Bjµ = µνλ∂νA
j
λ = Q
j
m
xµ
r3
is the magnetic field. I will write Qim = q
i
m~α
∨
i as the monopole
charges belong to the co-root lattice of the Lie algebra of the gauge group, Γ∨r . qim is the
charge of the monopole and equals ±1. Monopoles of charge type a and b only interact when
~α∨a · ~α∨b 6= 0, or, in other words, a = b or they are nearby neighbours on the Dynkin diagram
of g (i.e. non-zero elements of the Cartan matrix of the Lie algebra). See Appendix A for
the Dynkin diagrams for each (affine) Lie algebra. As mentioned in the introduction, there is
also a long-range scalar field (from the Aa3 component of the gauge field) which can attract or
repel these monopoles due to scalar charge interaction. There is further a topological charge
of these monopole instantons QT defined by
Q
(i)
T = (32pi)
−1
∫
R3×S1
F aMNF
aMN , . (3.4)
Using the solutions (3.1) and (3.2) I find the charges (Qm, QT ) for each monopole type, which
for SU(2) are:
BPS (+1, 1/2) ¯BPS (−1,−1/2) KK (−1, 1/2) K¯K (+1,−1/2). (3.5)
Note that in general, as is seen in [2], the values of the topological charge depend on the
vacuum of the theory. There it is derived that the topological and magnetic charges, for
monopoles of type i, are
Q
(i)
T = −
L
2pi
∑
w∈∆adjw
(~w · ~φ0)(~w · ~α∨i ), ~Q(i)m = ~α∨i .
The topological charge clearly depends on the vacuum ~φ0 of the theory, and usually gives
fractional charges.
Due to the presence of fermions and supersymmetry (our gaugino), the Callias index
theorem [8], [10] on R3×S1 implies the existence of two adjoint fermionic zero modes attached
to each monopole-instanton. Let us use the fields ~φ instead of ~Aa3 and ~σ instead of
~Aµ and
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attach fermionic zero modes to get the ’t Hooft vertices (the field ~z = ~φ + i~σ is the lowest
component of the chiral superfield ~X [2])
MBPS,j = e−4pi2/g2e−~α∨j ·~z~α∨j · ~¯λ~α∨j · ~¯λ, MKK = e−4pi
2/g2e−~α
∨
0 ·~z~α∨0 · ~¯λ~α∨0 · ~¯λ. (3.6)
The anti monopole vertices are just the complex conjugates of these. These are valid for
arbitrary gauge group due to the supersymmetry of the theory, and are derived in detail from
the superpotential in [2]. Inserting these into the partition function of the theory inserts
the contribution of fermionic zero modes and the long range fields (the e−φa+iσa factors).
These in themselves due not alter the vacuum structure of the theory as they are attached to
fermionic zero modes and do not generate a potential for the fields ~φ and ~σ and no mass will
be generated for the dual photons ~σ. I consider then the effect of the neutral and magnetic
bions in the non-perturbative potential and their role in the deconfinement phase transition.
Let me now consider the non self-dual ’molecules’ these monopole constituents can form.
Their charges and amplitudes of the so-called magnetic and neutral bions that form are sum-
marized below in Table 2. In all cases the index a ∈ {0, . . . , r}. A neutral KK bion would
have a = 0 and is formed from a KK-anti-KK monopole pair. In the case of magnetic bions
they are formed from two (BPS or KK) monopoles of charge types a 6= b as long as ~αa ·~αb 6= 0,
that is the monopoles are Dynkin neighbours on the Dynkin diagram of G.
Molecule vertex (Qm.QT ) amplitude
neutral bion MaM¯a (0, 0) e−8pi2/g2e−2~α∨a ·~φ
magnetic bion MaMb (2, 0) e−8pi2/g2e−(~α∨a+~α∨b )·~φ−i(~α∨a−~α∨b )·~σ
Table 2: Magnetic molecule vertices, charges, and amplitudes for different molecules.
Note that these bion factors are for monopole constituents of charge type a and b (or 0)
if they can form such bion molecules, that is the charges are the same type, or are Dynkin
neighbours. Note for the above cases we can have a or b = 0 allowing for molecules containing
KK monopoles. The occurences (if they occur) of φ0, σ0 can be written in terms the φa, σa
as the linear combination
∑r
a=0 k
∨
a ~α
∨
a = 0, with k
∨
0 ≡ 1, requires that φ0 = −
∑r
a=1 kaφ
a,
where k∨a are the dual Kac labels of the roots of the Lie algebra g. The anti-bions are just
the complex conjugates of these amplitudes, and have the negative of the charges of the bion.
Figure 1 shows an example magnetic bion in the case of SU(2). Since the magnetic bion
carries no fermionic zero modes, it generates a potential for the fields ~φ and ~σ and gives a
mass to the dual photon fields ~σ and the theory can confine electric charges. These magnetic
bions are stabilized by the attractive force due to exchange of adjoint fermionic zero modes
giving them an effective radius r∗ = 4piL/g2. See [22] for more on bion structure. The fields
of the magnetic bions can be found simply by adding the fields (3.1) and (3.2). For example,
for the magnetic bion,
Aab,bion0 = −2
x1
r(r + x2)
(~α∨a − ~α∨b ) · ~H, (3.7)
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Aab,bion1 = 2
x0
r(r + x2)
(~α∨a − ~α∨b ) · ~H,
Aab,bion2 = 0,
Aab,bion3 =
2pi
L
(~α∨a − ~α∨b ) · ~H.
These gauge fields are accompanied by the differences of charges ~α∨a − ~α∨b . Neutral bions in-
volve combinations of monopoles and antimonopoles of the same charge type, but have scalar
rather than magnetic charges. One would then replace the occurences of (~α∨a − ~α∨b ) with the
imaginary charge 2i~α∨i in the imaginary co-root lattice of G, iΛ
∨
r , for the neutral bion fields.
This imaginary charge is what makes like scalar charged neutral bions attract as opposed to
likely charged magnetic bions which repell.
The neutral bions, however, are a little more tricky to see how they form. Usually
an analytic continuation is required (a so-called BZJ prescription) to control the attractive
forces of the monopole constituents, or a finite volume argument to make sure they are stable
with finite size [4], [22]. Supersymmetry can also be invoked [2] to allow for their stability.
’Resurgence’ theory has a role here [4]. Nonetheless, these objects are stable and generate a
centre-stabilizing potential for confinement. Since the perturbative potential vanishes, only
the neutral bion-induced potential can lead to centre-stabilization.
The total effective potential of the non-perturbative contributions V non pert.eff (
~φ, ~σ) is found
by adding the amplitudes in (3.7). As in [2] we can obtain the effective potential from the
superpotential in terms of the (chiral) superfield ~X,
W = κ L
g2
µ3(
r∑
j=1
2
~α2j
e~α
∨
j · ~X +
2
~α20
e~α
∨
0 · ~X+2piiτ ), (3.8)
where κ is a numerical factor that will not matter to us, ~X is the chiral superfield with lowest
component ~φ− i~σ and τ ≡ i4pi2
g2
+ θ/2pi will be taken with θ = 0 here. In [2] it is shown that
quantum corrections to the superpotential change the scale of the coupling to be not ΛPV
but rather µ = 2/R, with L = 2piR. The effective action is then found from (see [31] for more
on superpotentials and supersymmetry)
S(~φ, ~σ) =
∫
d3x[Kij¯∂µX
i∂µX†j¯ +Kij¯
∂W
∂Xi
∂W¯
∂X†j
], (3.9)
where the K ahler potential is found from [2], to one loop quantum corrections, Kij¯ =
16pi2L
g2
[δij − 3g216pi2
∑
~w∈∆Rw+ wiwj [ψ(~w · ~φ/2pi) + ψ(1 − ~w · ~φ/2pi)]], where ψ(z) = Γ
′(z)/Γ(z)
is the digamma function. The inverse K ahler metric has the overall coefficient inverted and
the second term becomes negative. We shall ignore the one-loop corrections for now in this
paper. The non-perturbative effective potential due to bions is from the second term of (3.9)
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and so we get (ignoring the quantum one-loop corrections to the K ahler potential in the
sequel)
Vbion =
16pi2L
g2
δij
∂W
∂Xi
∂W¯
∂X†j
= 64pi2κ2(
2piR
g2
)3(
2
R
)6[
r∑
i,j=1
~α∨i · ~α∨j
~α2i ~α
2
j
e~α
∨
i · ~X+~α∨j ~X†+ (3.10)
~α∨20
~α40
e~α
∨
0 ·( ~X+ ~X†)+2pii(τ−τ∗) +
r∑
i=1
~α∨i · ~α∨0
~α2i ~α
2
0
(e~α
∨
i · ~X+~α∨0 ~X†−2piiτ∗ + e~α
∨
0 · ~X+~α∨i ~X†+2piiτ )],
where ~X = i(τ ~φ+~σ)− 32
∑
~w∈∆adj+w (~w log
Γ(~w·~φ/2pi)
Γ(1−~w·~φ/2pi)) is the one-loop correction to the super-
field derived in [2]. I shall ignore the quantum corrections for now. After some algebra the
non-perturbative effective potential becomes
Vbion = V
0
bion
r∑
i,j=0
k∨i k
∨
j ~α
∨
i · ~α∨j e−(~α
∨
i +~α
∨
j )·~b cos(~α∨i − ~α∨j ) · ~σ′, (3.11)
where ~σ′ = ~σ−~σ0 and ~b = 4pig2 (~φ− ~φ0) are the fluctuations about the supersymmetric vacuum,
~φ0, ~σ0, and
V 0bion = 16pi
2κ2(
512pi3
g6R3|v|2 )e
−16pi2/g2c2(G), (3.12)
with |v| = [∏ri=0(k∨i ~α2i2 )k∨i ]1/c2(G). Note that this gives the SU(2) result with α0 = −α1 leading
to cosh 2φ− cos 2σ terms as found in the non-perturbative effective potential in [1].
The monopole terms carry two fermionic zero modes (the λ’s in (3.6)), and will not be
considered here as there is no mass gap generation from such terms. Hence we consider the W-
boson/photon and magnetic and neutral bion contributions to the effective potentials in (2.5).
The idea at zero temperature is that the Z(G)L centre symmetry is unbroken as < ~φ >= 0
minimizes the potential in (3.12) (at zero temperature, and low T in general, we can ignore
the perturbative, deconfining, effective potential (2.18) due to Boltzmann supression of the
W-bosons). There is also a mass gap for the dual photon, the φa’s and λa’s have equal masses
and the electric charges are confined.
3.1 Monopole-instantons and bion structure at finite temperature
From [1] let me recall that the dual photon and φ fields have masses mσa = mφa ≈ e−4pi2/g2/L,
and the fermions acquire a thermal mass ≈ T . The light gauginos do not participate in the
deconfinement phase transition as they carry no electric, magnetic or scalar charge, however
they do allow the formation of the bions and so have an indirect role in the transition. The
heavy fermions (the winos) do participate, however, in a way similar to the W-bosons. The
deconfinement transition temperature is found to be of the order Tc ≈ g2/8piL and ΛQCD
from both simulations and from setting the W-boson and magnetic bion fugacities to the
same order [15]. This temperature is smaller then the inverse bion radius and so we need
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not worry about the dissolution of the bions before the deconfinement transition and our gas
of such particles exists beyond the deconfinement transition temperature. See [1] for more
details.
The best way to study the finite temperature dynamics of our gas of all these particles is to
map it to a double Coulomb gas and examine its partition function. This I derive in the next
section.
4 Duality to dual double Coulomb gas
To derive our electric-magnetic Coulomb gas dual to our theory I will follow a derivation done
in [6] for the finite temperature 3D Polyakov model. We go back to our field F aµν instead of
σa and add to the perturbative photon fluctuations the contribution of the magnetic field of
our magnetic bions (and anti magnetic bions). This involves calculating the electric W-boson
(and wino) determinant in the multi-instanton/anti-instanton background. We can similarly
find the W-boson determinant in the background of the neutral bions (both thw W’s and
neutral bions carry scalar charge due to their coupling to the scalar fields φa). In the end we
find a duality of our model to a dual double electric-magnetic Coulomb gas with also scalar
charges which couple to the fields.
Hence we begin by splitting the fields into photon fluctuation and magnetic field compo-
nents
F aµν = F
a,bion
µν + F
a,ph
µν (4.1)
Aaµ = A
a,bion
µ +A
a,ph
µ ,
where Aa,bionµ =
∑
i,qi=±1 qiA
a,bion
µ (x− xi) splits into a sum of an arbitrary numbers of bions
and anti bions at positions xi ∈ R3, and Aa,bionµ is from (26). At finite temperature we have
β finite and so we must sum up an infinite number of image charges in the 0-direction and so
Aa,bionµ =
∑
a,qa=±1
∑
n∈Z
qaA
a,bion
µ (~x− ~xa, x0 − x0,a + nβ). (4.2)
The partition function of our Coulomb gas is the path integral of our field theory with path
integrals over the gauge fields Aa,phµ and the scalar fields φa, and sums over arbitrary numbers
Nb± of magnetic bions, as well as NW W-bosons and their superpartners. There is also a
sum over ’colours’, that is the sum over components of the Cartan subalgebra of g. In the
action we integrate the photon fields in the background of magnetic (and neutral) bions. Let
us first consider the photon field in the background of magnetic bions. We simply replace the
argument of the cosine of the potential (2.18) with the integral∮
S1β
dx0A
a,bion
0 =
∑
a,qa=±1
qi
∫ β
0
∑
n∈Z
Aa,bionµ (~x−~xa, x0−x0,a+nβ) =
∑
a,qa=±1
qa
∫ ∞
−∞
Aa,bion0 (~x−~xa, x0),
(4.3)
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which, using equation (3.8) we find as in [1] the integral above to be∮
S1β
dx0A
bion,ij
0 = 2
r∑
i,j=0
∑
a,qa=±
(~α∨i − ~α∨j )qaΘ(~x− ~xa), (4.4)
where Θ(~x) = −sgn(x1)pi/2 + tan−1 x2x1 is the angle in the x1-x2-plane between ~x and the
magnetic bion of type ij at position ~xa. From here on A,B denotes the position of the W-
bosons, a, b the positions of the magnetic bions.
Using this term in the cosine in the action with GPY potential (2.18) I can write the
action of the partition function in the grand canonical ensemble for bions at positions a as
S =
∫
S1β×R2×S1L
L
2g2
(∂µ~φ)
2 − L
4g2
(~F phµν + ~F
bion
µν )
2 (4.5)
−
Nb++Nb−∑
a
2TξW (~φ) cos(2
∑
i,j,k
∑
a,qa=±
(~α∨i −~α∨j )·~αkqaΘ(~x−~xa)+
∮
S1β
dx0A
a,ph
0 )+Vneutral bion(
~φ(xa)),
where Vneutral bion(~xa) is given by (3.11) for like charges i = j, with the fields at ~xa. Note
the dependence of the W-boson fugacity, ξW , on ~φ. The grand canonical partition function
Zgrand =
∫ D~φ ∫ D ~Aphµ e−S can be expanded using the equation
exp[2ξ
∫
dx cos(f(x))] =
∞∑
n±=0
∑
qi=±1
ξn++n−
(n+)!(n−)!
n++n−∏
i=1
∫
dxie
∑
i iqif(xi), (4.6)
and including the potential of the neutral bions i = j, Vneutral bion(~φ) I rewrite the partition
function as
Zgrand =
∑
Nb±,qi=±
∑
NW±,qA=±
Nb++Nb−∏
a
∫
d3xa
NW++NW−∏
A
∫
d3xA
∫
D~φ
∫
DAa,phµ
ξb(φ
a)Nb++Nb−
Nb+!Nb−!
×
(4.7)
(TξW (φ
a))NW++NW−
NW+!NW−!
exp[
∫
R3×S1β
L
2g2
(∂~φ)2+2i
∑
i,j,qa=±
(~α∨i −~α∨j )qaΘ(~xA−~xa)−
∫
R3×S1β
L
4g2
(~F phµν+~F
bion
µν )
2
−i
∑
A
r∑
a=0
qA~αa · ~Aph0 (~x, x0)δ(~x− ~xA) + Vneutral bion(~φ)].
It is clear that by writing a path integral
∫ D~φ (or ∫ DAa,phµ through (2.4)) is equivalent to
integrating over ~b introduced earlier. Also I wrote the bion fugacity as ξb(φ
a) = V 0bion =
16pi2κ2( 512pi
3
g6R3|v|2 )e
−16pi2/g2c2(G), and the fugacity of the W-bosons is from the Boltzmann dis-
tribution ξW = 2
∫ d2p
(2pi)2
e−mW /T−p2/2mWT = 2TmW2pi e
−mW /T , and mW = 1/c2(G)L is the mass
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of the lightest W-bosons. This W-boson fugacity actually depends on φa in general, as found
from the calculation (2.18) of the W-boson determinant. We have
ξW (φ
a) =
2
piβ2
∑
n∈Z
∑
~w∈∆Rw
e−
β
L
|(2n+1)pi+g2~φ·~w/4pi|(1 +
β
L
|(2n+ 1)pi + g2~φ · ~w/4pi|) (4.8)
=
∑
~w∈∆Rw
2
βL sinh(βpi/L)
[(coth
βpi
L
+
L
piβ
) cosh
βg2~φ · ~w
4piL
− g
2~φ · ~w
4pi2
sinh
βg2~φ · ~w
4piL
],
where I assume φa lies in the Weyl chambre ~αi · ~φ ≥ 0 for each ~αi simple, and −~α0 · ~φ ≤ 1.
For small values of φa ≈ 0 near its minimum I find the contribution to ξW (~φ) is dom-
inated by the n = 0,−1 terms and we are left with (at the minimum φa = 0) ξW ≈
4
βLe
−βpi/L = 4c2(G)mWTpi e
−c2(G)mW /T , as expected, but we get 2c2(G) times the usual Boltz-
mann factor due to the fact that there are c2(G) lightest Kaluza-Klein modes with the same
mass mW = pi/c2(G)L (due to the unbroken centre symmetry), and the wino superpartners
have the same mass as well and contribute equally. I also represent the charges as vectors
qX,i = ~α
(∨)
i for electric and magnetic charges, respectively, for charge type (’colour’) i. The
last term in the exponent of (4.7) encompasses all neutral bions introduced in the previous
section.
Next, a duality transformation can be done as in [6] for the gauge field Aa,phµ (and con-
sider only the zero mode of its β-component in the low-T approximation) to exchange the
gauge fields F aµν for scalar fields σ
a. This goes as follows:
The classical free part of the action can be written as (with theta-term added for gener-
ality)
Scl =
L
g2
∫
d3x[
1
L2
(∂µ~φ)
2 − 1
2
(~Fµν)
2 + 2i~¯λ · σ¯µDµ~λ]− i θ
8pi2
∫
d3xµνρ∂µ~φ · ~Fνρ. (4.9)
We then add a set of r Lagrange multiplier fields σa to impose the Bianchi identity on the r
components of ~Fµν and construct the constraint part of the action
Saux =
i
4pi
∫
d3x~σµνρ · ∂µ ~Fνρ = − i
2pi
∮
S2∞
dΣµ~σ · ~Bµ,
where the second line is by integration by parts. Integrating out ~σ clearly gives the Bianchi
identity µνρ∂µ ~Fνρ = 0, and integrating out ~Fµν gives a dual description for the action, whose
free bosonic part now reads
Sfree−bosonic =
1
L
∫
d3x[
1
g2
(∂µ~φ)
2 +
g2
16pi2
(∂µ~σ +
θ
2pi
∂µ~φ)
2] = (4piL)−1
∫
d3x∂µ~z∗ · ∂µ~z/Imτ,
(4.10)
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where ~z = i(τ ~φ + ~σ) is the lowest component of the superfield ~X with fermionic component
~λ. We take θ = 0 in the sequel. Using this duality, the free bosonic part of our Lagrangian
(2.5) becomes:
Sfree−bosonic = β
∫
d2x
L
2g2
[(∂µ~φ)
2 + (∂µ~σ)
2]. (4.11)
The derivation of the Coulomb gas partition function continues with a series of dualities,
which are described in Appendix B.2. The end result for the partition function of our dual
Coulomb gas is the final result
Zgrand =
∑
Nb±,qai =±
∑
NW±,qaA=±
ξ
Nb++Nb−
b
Nb+!Nb−!
Nb++Nb−∏
i
∫ r∏
a=0
d3xai
(TξW (φ))
NW++NW−
NW+!NW−!
NW++NW−∏
A
(4.12)∫ r∏
a=0
d3xaA
∫
D~φ exp[
r∑
a,b=0
(
32piLT
g2
∑
i>j
qai q
b
j~α
∨
a ·~α∨b log |~xai−~xbj |+
g2
2piLT
∑
A>B
qaAq
b
B~αa·~αb log |~xaA−~xbB|+
4i
∑
i,A
qai q
b
A~α
∨
a · ~αbΘ(~xbA − ~xai )) +
∫
R2
[
1
2
g2
(4pi)2L
(∂µ~φ)
2 + V 0bion
r∑
a=0
(k∨a ~α
∨
a )
2 exp(−8pi
g2
~α∨a · ~φ)]],
which is valid for all T with 0 ≤ T < MW , and I used g3 = g/L and the long-distance property
of the Green’s function where it behaves like a logarithm. The derivation is reserved for the
Appendix but I will make comments here.
Note already the usual Coulomb-Coulomb interactions between electric W-bosons and
magnetic bions, as well as the Aharanov-Bohm interaction given by the Θ term as in [1]. One
further point to consider is the dependency of the W-boson fugacity on the fields φa. In the
case of circle compactification where the ~φ field is absent (as in the zero temperature limit)
we have a Kramers-Wannier duality 32piLT/g2 → g2/2piLT as in the sine-Gordon model
which is the zero-temperature limit of our theory. The magnetic monopoles are not present
in the partition function of our Coulomb gas, as these we ignore as they do not contribute to
the dynamics of the deconfinement phase transition and the vacuum structure of the theory
as they carry fermionic zero modes. These monopoles still interact with a potential similar
to the W-bosons: Vm−m = 4piLTg2
∑Nm
i,j=1
∑
qa,qb=±
∑r
a,b=0 q
a
i q
b
j~α
∨
a · ~α∨b ln |~xai − ~xbj |. Note the
hierarchy of scales in the effective 2D Coulomb gas: rm ≈ L << rb ≈ L/g2 << dm−m ≈
Le2pi
2/g2 << db−b ≈ Le4pi2/g2 of monopole size, bion size, monopole-monopole separation dis-
tance, and bion-bion separation distance. This holds at weak coupling and shows that the
vacuum partition function is truly that of an effective 2D dilute Coulomb gas of monopoles
and bions. Note that the hierarchy fails at strong coupling and the Coulomb gas ’collapses’,
showing the importance of weak coupling to our duality.
The r W-bosons of the theory can be written in terms of the scalar and photon fields:
~W± = ~φ± i~σ.
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These particles can be thought of as having two charges: scalar and electric. The electric
charges belong as usual to the root lattice Z[{~αi}] = Λr, whereas the scalar charges belong to
the imaginary root lattice iZ[{~αi}] = iΛr (the magnetic charges belong dually to the co-root
lattice of G, Λ∨r ).
To explain this one could go one step further and evaluate the path integral of the ~φ field,
but this proves difficult for general group. However I will do it for the case of SU(2) in [1],
where it was not done. The SU(2) result was in [1]
Zgrand =
∑
Nb±,qi=±
∑
NW±,qA=±
βξ
Nb++Nb−
b
Nb+!Nb−!
Nb++Nb−∏
i
∫
d2xi
(ξW (φ))
NW++NW−
NW+!NW−!
NW++NW−∏
A
∫
d2xA
∫
Dφ
(4.13)
exp[
32piLT
g2
∑
a>b
qaqb log |~xa − ~xb|+ g
2
2piLT
∑
A>B
qAqB log |~xA − ~xB|+ 4i
∑
a,A
qaqAΘ(~xa − ~xA)+
+
∫
R2
d2x(
1
2
g2
32pi2LT
(∂µφ)
2 +
64pi2e−8pi2/g2
TL3g6
cosh 2φ)].
One can go a step further and expand the cosh term using a result similar to (4.6), and solve
the equations of motion for the φ field in the background of neutral bions. I present the
details in Appendix B.2. The result for SU(2) is
Zgrand = Z0
L2β
∑
Nb
∑
NW
∑
Nb′
∑
qX=±
ξ
Nb++Nb−
b (2ξW )
NW++NW−ξ
Nb′++Nb′−
b′
N+b !N
−
b !N
+
W !
2N−W !2Nb′+!Nb′+!
× (4.14)
×
N+b +N
−
b∏
a
N+W+N
−
W∏
A
N+
b′+N
−
b′∏
α
∫
d(2+1)ra
∫
d(2+1)rA
∫
d(2+1)rα×
exp[− 1
pig2
∑
a6=b
qma q
m
b ln |ra−rb|−
g2
4pi(T )
∑
A 6=B
(qeAq
e
B−qsAqsB) ln |rA−rB|−4i
∑
a,A
qma q
e
AΘ(ra−rA)+
+
16pi
g2
∑
α 6=β
qsαq
s
β ln |rα − rβ|+ 4
∑
α,A
qsαq
s
A ln |rα − rA|].
From the interaction terms in the partition function (4.18) we see that like scalar charges
attract, whereas like electric and magnetic charges repel. This is due to the different sign in
their interaction. Similarly one could work out the propagator for the sinh-Gordon model and
find that it is the same as the sine-Gordon model but with opposite sign. The W-bosons have
a double nature attracting opposite electrically charged W-bosons, and attracting like scalar
charged W-bosons and neutral bions. This Coulomb gas can be thought of as a ’pansexual-
like’ gas from these different interactions present. Let us summarize the components in the
Coulomb gas and their charges, written as vectors qX = (qX,e, qX,m, qX,s). For SU(2) there
is only one root and co-root and so the charges are written simply as ±1. For other gauge
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group a magnetic charge of 2 for magnetic bions corresponds to negative combinations of
two Dynkin-neighbouring charges ~α∨i − ~α∨j . The neutral bions can be interpreted as having
imaginary charge 2i~α∨i .
Coulomb gas constituent qX = (qX,e, qX,m, qX,s)
magnetic bions (0,±2, 0)
W-bosons (±1, 0,±1)
neutral bions (0, 0,±2)
Table 3: Scalar, electric and magnetic charges of relevant Coulomb gas constituents.
This Coulomb gas can be subjected to lattice study as in [1] for the case of SU(2), but for
other gauge groups. Perhaps extending first the results to SU(3) and SU(N) would be a start
in future research. See [1], [53], [54] for more on the Monte-Carlo simulations used in study-
ing such Coulomb gases numerically. Another method of studying the deconfinement phase
transition other than simulating the Coulomb gas is to map the Coulomb gas constituents to
parameters of a dual spin model. The spin model that best suits the Coulomb gas at hand is
a multiple component XY spin model with symmetry breaking perturbations and fugacities
coupled to the scalar field ~φ. This is a project for future research as there are difficulties for
groups other than SU(2) and SU(3) due to the dependence of both the W-boson and bion
fugacities on the scalar field ~φ. I will not make further comment on spin models in this paper
but will point out that the dual Coulomb gas can be simulated just as described in [1] and I
hope this can be done in a soon future work.
5 Conclusions and future work
It was found that N = 1 super Yang-Mills on R3 × S1 has a dual description as a dou-
ble Coulomb gas of various particles: W-bosons and their wino superpartners, monopole-
instantons and neutral and magnetic bions and their anti-particles. The partition function
was computed as well as the duality maps to the Coulomb gas of r such types of electric and
magnetic charges, and several types of magnetic and neutral bions formed from combinations
of BPS and KK monopoles (and their anti-monopoles). The electric charges are charged
under the root lattice of the gauge group G, Λr, and the magnetic charges are charged under
the co-root lattice, Λ∨r . The elementary charges are the simple roots (co-roots), and their
negatives. The interesting feature of this ’universal’ Coulomb gas is that it presents a gas of
particles of three charges: electric, magnetic and scalar. The first two interact with Coulomb-
Coulomb interactions with particles of same charge type, or charge containing a root nearby
on the Dynkin diagram. The scalar charges make the Coulomb gas unique as they interact
such that like charges attract, and this introduces instability and exotic behaviour of the gas
at different temperatures. The derivation of this exotic Coulomb gas for all gauge groups
is the main result of this work and I hope that in the near future one will perform lattice
Monte-Carlo simulations of this Coulomb gas, as done in [1] for the case of SU(2), for all
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gauge groups.
As found in previous works [21], [23] the magnetic bions lead to mass gap for the dual
photon fields σa allowing for confinement of electric charges, and the neutral bions lead to a
centre-stabilizing potential. The magnetic monopole-instantons do not lead to a mass gap as
they contain fermionic zero modes and so were not considered as they cannot contribute to
the vacuum structure and effective potential of the theory. It is noted that in studying the su-
persymmetric theory on a torus is that the theory is not as simple as the non-supersymmetric
version, due to the presence of the adjoint scalar fields φa, even though the GPY poten-
tial vanishes at zero temperature and partially cancels at T > 0. Nonetheless, the dualities
derived here are interesting and have led us to new phenomena and new ways of studying
Yang-Mills theory at finite temperature.
Future directions of study include the following pursuits:
1. Lattice studies, as done in [1], can be done in this general gauge group setting, even
if for particular gauge group such as SU(3) or G2, in both the dual Coulomb gas model or
the XY-spin model, in order to gain better understanding of the phase transition as found
in [2]. A first order phase transition is expected as opposed to the second order transition
in the SU(2) theory [1]. This can also lead to further study of the continuity conjecture
as mentioned in [2], [7] by comparing phase transitions in pure thermal Yang-Mills to the
quantum phase transitions in mass deformed super Yang-Mills. Comparison can be made to
previous lattice studies and new studies in general gauge group may be possible as well. One
must still obtain a dual spin model for SYM in other gauge groups than SU(2) as future work
before simulations of the dual spin model can be done. However, from the methods presented
in [1], one may be able to do simulations of the dual double Coulomb gas for all gauge groups
in a soon future work.
2. It has also been of recent interest to consider finite density QCD-like theories, in
particular super Yang-Mills, and their phase transitions. There is a known sign problem due
to finite chemical potential and so imaginary chemical potentials have been studied instead
[3], [35]. This leads to a theory with twisted boundary conditions for the adjoint fermions
along the compact direction (or directions). Computing the Callias index as a function of
the twist angle leads to a twist-dependent index, which equals the usual answer, 2, at the
centre-symmetric and supersymmetric vacuum. This recent work can be generalized to gen-
eral gauge group and dependence on the boundary conditions is quite interesting.
3. Mean field theory methods can be used for the XY spin models considered here, as well
as related spin models in special cases. Although not exact, mean field theory can tell phase
transitions and their orders, although at transition temperatures that are not always correct
although within an order of magnitude. Studies of XY-models with symmetry breaking per-
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turbations have been studied [44], [45] for different values of p in the cos pθ-term and phase
diagrams mapped out. It would be curious to implement a mean field theory that takes into
account vortices and can verify known results, and produce new ones for other gauge groups
not studied before. This would be interesting even for the case of zero scalar fields φa = 0.
Cases with ~φ 6= 0 can be done as well in the mean field method. These cases are related
to ’frustrated’ XY models in the case that, on some lattices, bonds are ferromagnetic (like
the scalar charged W’s and neutral bions), while on others they are antiferromagnetic (like
electric W’s and magnetic bions). These competing interactions lead to ’frustration’, that is
a ground state that is degenerate and not at minimum possible energy without frustration.
Models with competing F and AF interactions were studied in [44] and [46].
4. Renormalization group equations and flow can be determined from the partition
function (4.18). Special cases for SU(2) and SU(3) have been done with good success in
[15] leading to known results of deconfinement, transition temperatures, and scaling parame-
ters/critical exponents. In the cases of higher rank it was found that no fixed points appeared
to exist for the RGEs and that the electric-magnetic duality no longer holds. It would be
interesting to continue investigating the SU(N) RGE cases and other groups of higher rank
to see (possibly by going to higher order in the expansion) if there are fixed points and to
find the nature of the critical points.
5. General compactifications on toroidal spaces such as RD → Rd × (S1)×D−d can be
done in this generic case, although the applications or interests may not be immediate.
It is hoped that this work has provided a framework for future study with the goal of
simulating the Coulomb gas derived as a main result of this work for all gauge groups. It
is hoped as well that correct spin models for SU(N) and other gauge groups, both for YM
and SYM, can be done and lattice simulations of them performed, in order to compare to
the Coulomb gas results for any gauge group and to determine the nature of the deconfining
phase transition.
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A Notes on Lie groups and Lie algebras
For a sufficiently self-contained description of the mathematical constructs in our theory let
us review Lie groups and Lie algebras. The familiar reader can skip to A.2 for the notation
of roots and weights.
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A.1 Notes on general Lie theory
Let us begin by defining a Lie algebra and give its properties.
A Lie algebra g is a vector space over a field F (which we take here to be either real, R, or
complex, C) with a binary operation (called the Lie bracket) [·, ·]→ g× g→ g satisfying the
basic properties:
(i) bilinearity: [ax+ by, cz + dw] = ac[x, y] + ad[x,w] + bc[y, z] + bd[y, w], ∀a, b, c, d ∈ F and
∀x, y, z, w ∈ g.
(ii) assymetry: [x, y] = −[y, x], ∀x, y ∈ g
(iii) Jacobi identity: [x, [y, z]] + [z, [x, y]] + [y, [z, x]] = 0, ∀x, y, z ∈ g.
A Lie algebra is equipped with a basis of generators {T a}ra=1 where r = dim(g), and these
satisfy the same relations above. The generators, forming a basis, have commutators which
are linear combinations of generators, [T a, T b] = fabcT c, where the coefficients fabc are the
structure constants of the algebra. In the fundamental representation this dimension is min-
imal and equal to the rank of its corresponding Lie group.
A Lie algebra is called simple if it is non-Abelian and has no non-zero proper ideals,
and is semi-simple if it is non-Abelian and has no non-zero proper Abelian ideals. Hence a
semi-simple Lie algebra g can be written as a direct sum of simple Lie algebras gi, g = ⊕ni=1gi.
We consider here just semi-simple Lie algebras.
A Lie algebra varies depending on its representation. A representation R is given a map
piR : g → gl(V ), where gl(V ) is the enveloping associative Lie algebra of endomorphisms of
a vector space V . The dimension of the representation dim(R) = dim(V ) equals the dimen-
sion of the vector space V , if it is finite. For example, the fundamental representation has
dim(V ) = rank(G). Also, in this paper, we use often the adjoint representation ad : g→ gl(g)
where the action is ad(x)(y) = [x, y], ∀x, y ∈ g.
A Lie group has a subgroup called the maximal torus T ⊂ G, whose elements commute
with all other elements of the Lie group, and is topologically a torus (S1)×r where r = dim(G),
the topological dimension of the group. Its Lie algebra t = Lie(T ) is called the Cartan sub-
algebra of the Lie algebra and is of dimension r. Its generators {Ha}ra=1 with [Ha, Hb] = 0]
form an r-dimensional subspace of g and satisfy the normalization tr(HaHb) = δab here.
The other generators of the Lie algebra can be represented by dim(G) − r raising and
lowering operators, {Eα} and {E−α = E†α}, which satisfy the relations
[H i, Eα] = α
iEα (A.1)
[Eα, E−α] = αiH i
[Eα, Eβ] = NαβγEγ ,
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where the constants Nαβγ will not be needed later. The contravariant and covariant roots
are related by the Cartan Killing form gij = Tr[H iHj ].
A Lie group, as a reminder, is a group that is also a differentiable manifold, and hence
has a differential structure or derivation (that satisfies the Leibnitz rule). In fact, its Lie
algebra corresponding to it is the tangent space to the Lie group, specifically to its covering
space G˜. Figure 2 shows all possible simply-connected, semi-simple Lie algebras and their
Dynkin diagrams. For more definitions and detailed theory see [9].
A.2 The roots and the weights
One way to define the roots of a Lie group G that will be useful later on is to consider it
from the point of view of representations of its corresponding Lie algebra g. In general we
define the root ~αi as an eigenvalue. In fact it is a function valued on t = LieT , where T is
the maximal torus of G
~αi : Ct→ C
with its eigenspace Eαi ∈ Cg defined by
[H,Eαi ] = ~αi(H)Eαi , (A.2)
where H ∈ Ct, the Cartan subalgebra of g.
We can see how this works for SU(N). Beginning with SU(2), we have Lie algebra g = sl2(C).
It is clear that t = span{λσ3 = (λ 00 −λ)}λ∈C and that there are two root spaces, one with root
the negative of the other: E+ = span{(0 10 0)}, E− = span{(0 01 0)}. It is easy to check that the
roots satisfying equation (A.2) are ~α±(H(λ)) = ±2λ.
This clearly generalizes to SU(N) with Lie algebra slN (C). The maximal torus is just
T ≈ TN−1 ≈ {diag(eiθj )Nj=1)|
∏N eiθj = 1}. The Cartan subalgebra is the set of matrices
with complex numbers λj along the diagonal, accompanied by their negatives −λj , so as to
make the trace vanish (this is in fact for the adjoint representation). The root spaces are just
the span of each Ejk, the N ×N matrix with a 1 in the i, j-th position and zeroes elsewhere.
One easily checks that the roots obey αjk(H(λ)) = λj − λk along with their negatives from
[H(λ), Ejk] = (λj − λk)Ejk. (A.3)
This is why in the adjoint representation, the roots take on values given by differences of
Wilson line eigenphases θj .
We will need to know the weights in the adjoint representation, which I prove are the
roots (the full set) of the Lie algebra. Let us describe representation theory in general a bit
first.
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A representation of a Lie algebra is a homomorphism from the Lie algebra g into the
endomorphism group of a certain vector space V ,
φ : g→ End(V ),
and preserves the Lie bracket. The dimension of the representation is the dimension of the
vector space V underlying the representation. The dimension of the Lie algebra itself is the
numbers of independent generators of g. In the fundamental representation the dimension
of g equals the dimension of V and hence of the representation. The rank r, however, of a
Lie algebra is the dimension of the Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g. The Cartan subalgebra has a
set of Abelian generators in the Cartan-Weyl basis {H i}ri=1 satisfying [H i, Hj ] = 0 and the
roots, as mentioned before, satisfy eigenvalue-like expressions: [H i, Eα] = αiE
α, and there
are hence r = rk(g) simple positive roots of g. The Lie algebra then decomposes as
g = h⊕α∈∆+ gα,
where gα is the eigenspace, spanned by E
α. We can also prove what the weights (eigenvalues
of the H i) are in fact the roots in the adjoint representation. Indeed,
φadj(H
i)Eα = adHiE
α ≡ [H i, Eα] = αiEα, (A.4)
proving the claim. 
Below I will list the positive roots for each Lie algebra, but one more point to make is
the role of the affine root in spaces with a compact direction. The Lie algebra with the affine
root included is the Lie algebra of the loop group LG of maps pi : S1 → G, Lie(LG) = Lg.
Similarly on spaces with multiple compact directions there are more roots to be added and
the resulting algebra is the toroidal Lie algebra. The affine roots are included below.
For all semi-simple Lie groups (described below) a choice of simple positive roots is given
as follows:
AN+1 ≈ SU(N):
This is the group of rotations about the origin in CN . It preserves the lengths of vectors.
Their sets of simple roots are:
{αi = ei − ei+1}Ni=1 (A.5)
The affine root is α0 = −
∑N
i=1 αi = eN − e1.
BN ≈ Spin(2N + 1):
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This is the double cover of the orthogonal group SO(2N + 1), the rotation group in
R2N+1. Here, the set of simple roots is given by
{ei − ei+1}1<i<N−1 ∪ {eN} (A.6)
The affine root is −α0 = e1 + e2 = α1 + 2
∑N
i=2 αi.
CN ≈ Sp(2N):
This is the group of 2N × 2N matrices preserving the antisymmetric scalar product
J = (0 1N−1N 0), so M
TJM = J ∀M ∈ Sp(2N). The simple roots are:
{ei − ei+1}1<i<N−1 ∪ {2eN} (A.7)
The affine root is −α0 = 2e1 =
∑N−1
i=1 2αi + αN .
DN ≈ Spin(4N), Spin(4N + 2) (N even, odd respectively):
These are the double covers of the orthogonal groups SO(4N) and SO(4N + 2) respec-
tively. The simple roots are:
{ei − ei+1}1<i<N−1 ∪ {eN−1 + eN} (A.8)
The affine root is −α0 = e1 + e2 = α1 + 2
∑N−2
i=2 αi + αN−1 + αN .
E6:
This is the rank 6 exceptional Lie group of dimension 78. The simple roots are:
{(1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (A.9)
(0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
−1
2
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−
√
3)
(0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0)}
The affine root is −α0 = e1−e8 = α1+2α2+3α3+2α4+α5+2α6. This is in the 8 dimensional
basis and we note all vectors are orthogonal to
∑8
i=1 ei and to e1 + e8 and so gauge fields are
constrained by φ1 + φ8 =
∑7
i=2 φi = 0.
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E7:
This is the rank 7 exceptional group of dimension 133. The simple roots are:
{(1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (A.10)
(0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
−1
2
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−
√
2)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0)}
The affine root is −α0 = e2 − e1 = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 3α4 + 2α5 + α6 + 2α7. The fields are
constrained to live on the plane orthogonal to
∑8
i=1 ei = 0 in the 8 dimensional basis.
E8:
This is the rank 8 exceptional group of dimension 248. The simple roots are:
{(1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (A.11)
(0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
−1
2
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0)}
The affine root is −α0 = e1 + e2 = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 5α4 + 6α5 + 4α6 + 2α7 + 3α8.
F4:
This rank 4 exceptional Lie group has dimension 52. Its simple roots are given by
{(0, 1,−1, 0) (A.12)
(0, 0, 1,−1)
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(0, 0, 0, 1)
−1
2
(−1, 1, 1, 1)}
The affine root is −α0 = e1 + e2 = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 2α4.
G2: (embedded in 2D subspace of R3, the plane perpendicular to line x+ y + z = 0)
This is the rank 2 exceptional Lie group of dimension 14. Its simple roots are:
{(0, 1,−1), (1,−2, 1)} (A.13)
The affine root is −α0 = e1+e2−2e3 = 2α1+3α2. All vectors are orthogonal to e1+e2+e3 = 0.
Note that the coefficients ki in the definition of the affine root ~α0 = −
∑r
i=1 ki~αi are called
the Kac labels of the Lie algebra. The Coxeter number of the Lie algebra is h(G) =
∑r
i=1 ki+1.
We will also need co-roots in our future defined as
~α∨ ≡ 2
~α2
~α ∈ Λ∨r , (A.14)
where they span the co-root lattice Λ∨r , and the ~α’s are the r = rank(G) simple roots given
above and span the root lattice Λr.
The weights.
We also need to get to know the weight system, with lattice Λw, and its co-weight lattice.
The weight vectors ~wi for a set of simple roots ~αi are defined via
~wj · ~α∨ = δij , (A.15)
and the co-weights are defined as were the co-roots:
~w∨ ≡ 2
~w2
~w ∈ Λ∨w. (A.16)
Since we are dealing with affine Lie algebras we need to define the affine co-root in terms of
simple co-roots (the affine roots were given above, ~α0 = −
∑r
j kj~αj):
~α∨0 = −
r∑
j
k∨j ~α
∨
j , (A.17)
and the dual Coxeter number is defined from the coefficients c2 =
∑r
i=0 k
∨
i . For g =
su(r + 1), c2 = r + 1 as all k
∨’s are 1s, and all α’s have norm
√
2. We will also soon
need these data for g2, where c2 = 4 for {k∨i } = {1, 2, 1} and {α2i } = {2, 2, 2/3}. For data
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such as these for all semi-simple Lie groups see [11]. Table 1 shows some such data including
the Kac labels and (dual) Coxeter numbers. It is interesting to note that the Coxeter number
h of a group is the number of roots divided by the rank of the group. Figure 4 shows all
semi-simple Lie algebras as (affine) Dynkin diagrams with the Kac labels included. As a
reminder a Dynkin diagram is (for our purposes) a graph with single, double or triple lines
connecting nodes, represented by simple roots. The multiplicity of the lines (edges) will not
concern us, but are related to the length of roots represented by the nodes the edge connects.
The affine Dynkin diagram, shown in Figure 4, contains the affine root ~α0.
Group, G r = rk(G) h c2(G) [k
∨
0 , . . . , k
∨
r ] [k0, . . . , kr]
SU(N + 1) N N + 1 N + 1 [1, 1, . . . , 1] [1, 1, . . . , 1]
SO(2N + 1) N 2N 2N − 2 [1, 1, 1, 2, . . . , 2] [1, 1, 2, . . . , 2]
SO(2N) N 2N 2N − 2 [1, 1, 1, 1, 2, . . . , 2] [1, 2, . . . , 2, 1]
Sp(2N) N 2N − 2 N + 1 [1, 1, . . . , 1] [1, 1, 2, . . . , 2, 1, 1]
G2 2 6 4 [1, 1, 2] [1, 2, 3]
F4 4 12 9 [1, 1, 2, 3, 2] [1, 2, 3, 4, 2]
E6 6 12 12 [1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3] [1, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2]
E7 7 18 18 [1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4] [1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2]
E8 8 30 30 [1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6] [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 4, 2, 3]
Table 4: (Dual) Kac labels and dual Coxeter numbers for semi-simple Lie groups. Note
that these in general differ from the Kac labels found from the table of simple roots above.
The weights of a Lie algebra in a given irrep R represent the charges of particles possible
for that irrep and hence are important Lie algebra data. The matrices R(h) for any h in the
Cartan subalgebra can be simultaneously diagonalized giving vectors ~w ∈ t∗ of eigenvalues
so that ~w · h is an eigenvalue of R(h). These vectors ~w belong to the set of weights of R
∆Rw and their integral span Z[∆Rw] = ΛRw is called the weight lattice of R. The group lattice
ΓG = ∪RΛRw is the union of irrep weight lattices. At the level of Lie group, the eigenvalues
of irrep R of an element g ∈ TG, the maximal torus of G, are exp(2pii~w · h). The periodicity
of the maximal torus are given by shifts in the lattice of those h such that ~w · h ∈ Z. The
dual lattice of co-weights is defined by the lattice of such h, ΛR∗w . The smallest arising group
lattice is called the root lattice Λr, whereas the largest is called the weight lattice Λw.
For completeness I now present the weights of the adjoint representation (which are in
fact the set of ALL roots as was shown above) for each Lie algebra. The number of weights is
equal to the dimension of the representation minus the rank of the Lie algebra (the number
of null weights of eigenvalue zero from the action of the Cartan generators.)
AN+1 ≈ SU(N):
There are N2 + N adjoint weights in all, N(N + 1)/2 being positive. All are of length
√
2
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with 1 in one entry i, -1 in position j, and zeros elsewhere. We denote them as ~α±ij where the
superscript is positive if the root is. The positive roots are taken to be the ones with a +1
occuring in an earlier position than -1, i.e. i < j.
BN ≈ Spin(2N + 1):
There are 2N2 weights of two types: ~α±ij which are all integer vectors of length
√
2, and β±,Bi
which are all integer vectors of length 1. The positive weights are those with a +1 occurring
before a -1 as usual.
CN ≈ Sp(N):
In all there are 2N2 roots including the ~α±ij above, and with β
±,C
i = ±2ei.Positive roots are
as before.
DN ≈ Spin(4N), Spin(N + 2):
Here all roots are all integer vectors of length
√
2. These include the ~α±ij above, but also those
with 2 entries both -1 or both +1, called ~β±,Dij . There are 2N(N − 1) in all.
E6:
The adjoint weights include the 4×(52) permutations of the entries of the vectors (±1,±1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
keeping a zero in the last entry, plus the vectors of the form 12(±1,±1,±1,±1,±1,±
√
3) with
an odd number of + signs. This gives a total of 72 weights.
E7:
We have here 4 × (62) permutations of (±1,±1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) keeping a zero in the last entry,
plus the vectors of the form 12(±1,±1,±1,±1,±1,±1,±
√
2) with an even number of + signs,
plus the two vectors (~0,±√2). This gives a total of 126 weights.
E8:
We have 112 roots as permutations of (±1,±1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), plus the 128 vectors of the form
1
2(±1,±1,±1,±1,±1,±1,±1,±1) with an even number of - signs.
F4:
We have here 48 roots: 24 as permutations of (±1,±1,~0) (call them type I), plus 8 roots as
permutations of (±1,~0) (type J), and 16 roots of the form (±1,±1,±1,±1)/2 (type K).
G2:
Here there are 12 adjoint weights:
(1,−1, 0), (2,−1,−1), (1, 0,−1), (1,−2, 1), (0, 1,−1), (1, 1,−2),
together with their negatives.
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For more on Lie algebras, weights and representations, a great resource is [9].
Gauge cells and Weyl chambres.
The Weyl group W (g) is another group of gauge identifications on t, that acts as a group
of linear transformations on t that preserves the set of roots ∆r (permutes them). It includes
a Weyl reflection for each simple root α which acts on h ∈ t∗ by σα(h) = h − (h · ~α∨)~α. It
acts on ϕ ∈ t by σα(h)[~ϕ] = h · σα(~ϕ) and so σα(~ϕ) = ϕ − 2(~α · ~ϕ)~α∨ and is a reflection
about the plane with normal vector ~α passing through the origin. Allowing translations of
the co-root lattice, the group of transformations is the semi-direct product Wˆ of W and Γ∨r .
A fundamental domain or gauge cell (or affine Weyl chambre) tˆ for G is the quotient t/Wˆ . A
choice often used for the affine Weyl chambre is
tˆ = {~ϕ ∈ t|0 ≤ ~α · ~ϕ, ∀~α ∈ ∆sr, −~α0 · ~ϕ ≤ 1},
where ∆sr denotes the set of simple roots. This is the cell of interest here as it is the Cartan
subalgebra modulo gauge equivalences. At points interior to tˆ the unbroken gauge group is
the maximal torus U(1)r, while on the cell boundary, as mentioned previously, the gauge
symmetry is enhanced due to elements being fixed by the gauge transformations Wˆ , and the
theory is no longer fully Abelianized. For explicit root systems and gauge cells see Appendix
B of [4].
B Deriving the GPY potential and dual Coulomb gas
B.1 GPY effective potential derivation
I present here a derivation of the GPY perturbative effective potential for general gauge group
SYM on R2 × S1L × S1β, deriving (2.7).
Recall that the determinant of an operator O is given by the product of its eigenvalues
DetO =
∏
λ
λ = exp(
∑
λ
log λ), (B.1)
and using the zeta function
ζO(s) =
∑
λ(O)
λ−s (B.2)
we find that the determinant and effective potential are respectively,
DetO = exp[−ζ ′O(0)], Vbosonic = −ζ ′O(0)/Lβ (B.3)
for the fermionic operator on R2 × S1L × S1β. For the bosonic operator we need [DetO]−1 (it
is -1 not -1/2 as there are two degrees of freedom/polarization for the gauge field) where our
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operator of interest is O = D2M , so Vboson = −ζ ′D2M (0)/Lβ. The eigenvalues of this operator
are matrix-valued in the Lie group G
λmn = ~k
2 + (2pin/L+Aa3T
a)2 + (2pim/β +Aa0T
a)2, (B.4)
where ωn = 2pin/L and Ωm = 2pim/β are the KK and Matsubara frequencies along the
respective cycle of the torus T2 = S1L × S1β. By gauge invariance we can rotate our fields to
have color components along the Cartan subalgebra span{Ha}ra=1. We also choose a gauge
where the holonomies are constant (so A0, A3 are independent of x0 and x3). Our Wilson
loops are then (using the vector notation to represent r-dimensional vectors in the Cartan
subalgebra (the maximal torus) of G, and ~H = (H1, . . . ,Hr))
ΩL = e
iL ~A3· ~H , Ωβ = eiβ
~A0· ~H ,
and we take the commutator of Wilson loops [ΩL,Ωβ] = 0 on the flat torus as it minimizes
the effective potential. Writing the zeta function we must calculate (with trace in the adjoint
representation in consideration)
ζ(s) =
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
∑
(n,m)∈Z2
tradj [~k
2 + (2pin/L+Aa3T
a)2 + (2pim/β +Aa0T
a)2]−s (B.5)
=
1
4pi(s− 1)(
β
2pi
)2s−2
∑
(n,m)∈Z2
∑
~w∈∆w
[(nβ/L+ ~A3 · ~wβ/2pi)2 + (m+ ~A0 · ~wβ/2pi)2]1−s.
In the second line we performed the integral over d2k = pid(k2) and used the fact that the
eigenvalues of the Cartan matrices form weight vectors, and that these are simply the roots
of the Lie algebra of the Lie group g = Lie(G) for the adjoint representation. See Appendix
A for review on necessary concepts of Lie groups and algebras.
We need to find a low temperature expansion of this expression (β >> L) and so we use
a useful identity (as used in [24])
∑
m∈Z
1
[(m+ a)2 + c2]s
=
√
pi
Γ(s)
|c|1−2s[Γ(s− 1/2) + 4
∞∑
p=1
(pip|c|)s−1/2 cos(2pipa)Ks−1/2(2pip|c|)].
(B.6)
In our equation we take a = ~A0 · ~wβ/2pi, c = nβ/L+ ~A3 · ~wβ/2pi and s→ s− 1 to get (doing
the sum over m)
ζ(s) =
1
4pi(s− 1)(
β
2pi
)2s−2
√
pi
Γ(s− 1)
∑
~w∈∆w
∑
n∈Z
|nβ/L+ ~A3 · ~wβ/2pi|3−2s[Γ(s− 3/2) (B.7)
+4
∞∑
p=1
(pip|nβ/L+ ~A3 · ~wβ/2pi|)s−3/2 cos(2pip ~A0 · ~wβ/2pi)Ks−3/2(2pip|nβ/L+ ~A3 · ~wβ/2pi|)].
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To find the effective perturbative bosonic potential we need only take the derivative of the
overall divergent factor Γ(s−1)−1 as taking derivatives of other terms will give zero at s = 0.
We note that dds |s=0Γ−1(s − 1) = ψ(−1)/Γ(−1) = +1 (ψ(z) is the logarithmic derivative of
Γ(z)) and so we can safely set s = 0. We notice that the first term is a Hurwitz zeta function
which is related to a Bernouilli polynomial B4(z) = − 3pi4
∑∞
k=1
cos 2pikz
k4
(times (L/β)2s−3).
The Hurwitz zeta function is related to Bernouilli polynomials in the following way
ζH(s, z) =
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ z)s
= B1−s(z)/(s− 1) = −Γ(2− s)
(2pii)1−s
∑
k 6=0
e2piikz
k1−s
. (B.8)
so that ζH(−3, ~A3 · ~wL/2pi) = −14B4( ~A3 · ~wL/2pi) and we note that the first term is exactly that
obtained previously on R3×S1L as required at zero temperature [1], [39]: − pi
2
12L4
B4( ~A3· ~wL/2pi).
This cancels the fermionic contribution so we are left with the remaining terms. The second
term in (B.7) can be simplified using K−3/2(z) =
√
2
z (1 + z
−1)e−z. Collecting terms together
we can get an exact expression using polylogarithms Lin(z) =
∑∞
k=1
zk
kn and that Γ(−3/2) =
4
√
pi/3
V pert.,bosoniceff = −
∑
~w∈∆w
[
pi2
12L4
B4( ~A3 · ~wL/2pi) + (Lβ)−2
∞∑
m=−∞
(B.9)
[|m+ ~A3·~wL/2pi|Li2(exp(i ~A0·~wβ−β
L
( ~A3·~wL+2pim)))+(2pi)−1Li3(exp(i ~A0·~wβ−β
L
( ~A3·~wL+2pim)))+h.c.]
We can alternatively write for the bosonic contribution:
V bosoneff =
∑
~w∈∆w
[− 2
pi2L4
∞∑
p=1
cos pL ~A3 · ~w
p4
−
∑
n∈Z
∞∑
p=1
e−2pip|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|
piβ3Lp3
(1+ (B.10)
2pip|nβ/L+ β ~A3 · ~w/2pi|) cos(pβ ~A0 · ~w)].
To add the fermionic contribution we need the determinant Det /D, which can be computed
from /D
2
= D2M − σMNFMN/2, which is the same as our bosonic operator as FMN = 0 along
the holonomy’s directions, and use log /D = log /D
2
/2. We subtract the same result above but
with 2m → 2m + 1 due to the anti-periodic boundary conditions in the thermal direction.
We get:
V fermioniceff =
∑
~w∈∆w
[
2
pi2L4
∞∑
p=1
cos pL ~A3 · ~w
p4
+
∑
n∈Z
∞∑
p=1
(−1)p e
−2pip|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|
piβ3Lp3
(1+ (B.11)
2pip|nβ/L+ β ~A3 · ~w/2pi|) cos(pβ ~A0 · ~w)].
Combining everything together we get
V pert.eff =
∞∑
p=1
[(−1)p−1]
∑
~w∈∆w
∑
n∈Z
e−2pip|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|
piβ3Lp3
(1+2pip|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|) cos(pβ ~A0·~w).
(B.12)
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We now look at the low temperature contribution and consider just the p = 1 term as
other terms are suppressed by higher powers of the Boltzmann factor e−mW /T = e−β/L. The
result is
V pert.,lowTeff (
~A0, ~A3) ≈ −2
∑
~w∈∆w
∑
n∈Z
e−2pi|nβ/L+β ~A3·~w/2pi|
piβ3L
(1+2pi|nβ/L+β ~A3· ~w/2pi|) cos(β ~A0· ~w).
(B.13)
B.2 Dual ’double’ Coulomb gas derivation details
Here I present the series of dualities used to arrive at the dual Coulomb gas partition function
(4.12). To evaluate the path integral over the gauge fields in (4.7) we can go one step further
and enhance the U(1)r symmetry of the fields σa to U(1)2r by introducing another set of scalar
fields λa and new fields Φaµ and ϑ
a [6], which transform under the two U(1)r symmetries as
ϑa → ϑa − λa, Φaµ → Φaµ + ∂µλa, Aaµ → Aaµ + ∂µσa.
The path integral over the gauge fields becomes∫
D ~Aµe−
∫
d3x(~Fµν)2/4g23 =
∫
D ~AµD~ΦνD~ϑ exp[−
∫
d3x(g23(∂µ
~ϑ+~Φµ)
2/2+i
∑
~w∈∆Rw
µνρ∂µ ~Aν ·~w~Φρ·~w)],
(B.14)
where g3 is the effective three dimensional coupling. Taking ~ϑ = 0 (unitary gauge) and
varying the new action with respect to ~Φµ gives ~Φµ = −iµνρ∂ν ~Aρ/g23, which once substituted
in the Lagrangian in (B.14) yields the original Lagrangian (~Fµν)
2/4g23. We now evaluate (I
used
∑
~w∈∆Rw
~X · ~w~Y · ~w = ~X · ~Y )∫
D ~Aphµ
∫
D~Φν exp[−
∫
d2+1x[
1
4g23
(~F bionµν )
2+
1
2g23
~F bionµν · ~F phµν+
g23
2
~Φ2µ+iµνρ∂µ
~Aphν ·~Φρ]] (B.15)
× exp[−
∫
d2+1xi
∑
A
r∑
a=0
qA~αa · ~Aph0 (~x, x0)δ(~x− ~xaA)].
Using the new action in (B.14) allows us to work with Saux given below where we sub-
stituted for ~F 2µν/4g
2
3:
Saux =
∫
d3x[
1
4g23
(~F bionµν )
2+
1
2g23
~F bionµν ·~Fµν,ph+
1
2
g23~Φ
2
µ+iµνλ∂µ ~A
ph
ν ·~Φλ−i
r∑
a=0
∑
A
qaA~αa· ~Aphµ (~x, x0)δ2(~x−~xaA)].
(B.16)
Varying this with respect to ~Aphµ gives iµνλ∂µ~Φλ + ∂µ ~F
bion
µν /g
2
3 = −i
∑r
a=0
∑
A q
a
A~αaδ
2(~x −
~xA)δ0ν which has solution ~Φµ = i ~Bµ/g
2
3 +
~bµ, where ~Bµ = µνλ ~F
bion
νλ /2 is the magnetic field
due to the background of magnetic bions and ~bµ splits into its divergence and curl free parts:
~bµ = ∂µ~σ+ µνλ∂ν ~Cλ with ∂ν ~Cν = 0. Putting ~bµ back in Saux shows that ~σ drops out and the
equation of motion for ~Cµ is ∇2 ~Cµ = −
∑r
a=0
∑
A q
a
A~αaδ
2(~x− ~xaA)δ0µ. Introducing a Green’s
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function G(x) on R2×S1β satisfying ∇2G(~x−~x′, x0−x′0) = −δ2(~x−~x′)δ(x0−x′0) with solution
G(~x− ~x′, x0 − x′0) = 14pi
∑
n∈Z
1√
(~x−~x′)2+(x0−x′0+nβ)2
gives the solution for ~Cν ,
~Cµ =
r∑
a=0
∫
d3x′
∑
A
qaA~αaδ0µδ
2(~x′ − ~xaA)G(~x− ~xa′, x0 − xa0 ′) = (B.17)
=
1
4pi
r∑
a=0
∑
A
qA~αaδ0µ
∮
S1β
dx0
∑
n∈Z
1√
(~x− ~xaA)2 + (x0 − xa0A + nβ)2
= −δ0µ
2pi
r∑
a=0
∑
A
qA~αa log |~x−~xaA|.
The solution for ~Φµ = i ~Bµ/g
2
3+
~bµ+ ~Kµ can also be found where a term ~Kµ = − 0µν2pi
∑r
a=0
∑
A q
a
A~αa∂µ log |~x−
~xaA|. Substituting this into Saux and integrating by parts yields
Saux =
∫
d3x
1
2
g23[(∂µ~σ)
2 + ~K2µ]− i~σ · ∂µ ~Bµ + i ~Bµ · ~Kµ − g23~σ · ∂µ ~Kµ, (B.18)
where the last term is zero from the asymmetry of the µν0 and ∂µ ~Bµ = 4pi
∑r
a=0
∑
i q
a
i ~α
∨
a δ
3(x−
xai ) from Gauss’ law. We can then write
~Bµ =
∑r
a=0
∑
i q
a
i ~α
∨
a (
(x−xai )µ
|x−xai |3 )
(p) where (p) denotes
the periodicity enforced along the S1β. The next term i
~Bµ · ~Kµ in Saux can be evaluated as
well and is seen to be zero:∫
d3x ~Bµ· ~Kµ = −
∫
d2x
r∑
a,b=0
∑
iA
qai q
b
A~α
∨
a ·~αb
∮ β
0
∑
n∈Z
kl(x− xai )k(x− xbA)l
|~x− ~xbA|2|(~x− ~xai )2 + (x0 − xa0i + nβ)2|3/2
= −2
∫
d2x
r∑
a,b=0
∑
iA
qai q
b
A~α
∨
a · ~αb
kl(x− xai )k(x− xaA)l
|~x− ~xbA|2|~x− ~xai |2
= 0
by symmetric integration under asymmetric ij .
What remains is the ~K2µ term in Saux, and we will see this gives rise to the Coulomb interac-
tions of the W-bosons.∫
d3x ~K2µ =
1
(2pi)2T
r∑
a,b=0
∑
AB
qaAq
b
B~αa · ~αb
∫
d2x∂i log |~x− ~xaA|∂i log |~x− ~xaB|
=
1
(2pi)2T
r∑
a,b=0
∑
AB
qaAq
b
B~αa·~αb
∫
d2x
(x− xA)k(x− xB)k
|~x− ~xaA|2|~x− ~xbB|2
= − 1
2piT
r∑
a,b=0
∑
AB
qaAq
b
B~αa·~αb log(T |~xaA−~xbB|).
Further, varying Saux with respect to ~σ gives g
2
3∇2~σ = −4pii
∑r
a=0
∑
i q
a
i δ
3(x−xai ), which
has solution ~σ = 4pii
g23
∑r
a=0
∑
i q
a
i ~α
∨
aG(~x−~xai , x0−xa0i). Putting this back into Saux gives Saux =
8pi
g23
∑r
a,b=0
∑
ij q
a
i q
b
j~α
∨
a ·~α∨bG(~xbj−~xai , xb0j−xa0i)− g
2
3
4piT
∑r
a,b=0
∑
AB q
a
Aq
b
B~α
∨
a ·~α∨b log(T |~xaA−~xbB|).
This gives us our final partition function for the double Coulomb gas as given in (4.) once
the ~φ terms are restored (reminding ourselves that the W-boson fugacity depends on φ once
we turn it on). Putting everything together we get the final result
Zgrand =
∑
Nb±,qai =±
∑
NW±,qaA=±
ξ
Nb++Nb−
b
Nb+!Nb−!
Nb++Nb−∏
i
∫ r∏
a=0
d3xai
(TξW (φ))
NW++NW−
NW+!NW−!
NW++NW−∏
A
(B.19)
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∫ r∏
a=0
d3xaA
∫
D~φ exp[
r∑
a,b=0
(
32piLT
g2
∑
i>j
qai q
b
j~α
∨
a ·~α∨b log |~xai−~xbj |+
g2
2piLT
∑
A>B
qaAq
b
B~αa·~αb log |~xaA−~xbB|+
4i
∑
i,A
qai q
b
A~α
∨
a · ~αbΘ(~xbA − ~xai )) +
∫
R2
[
1
2
g2
(4pi)2L
(∂µ~φ)
2 + V 0bion
r∑
a=0
(k∨a ~α
∨
a )
2 exp(−8pi
g2
~α∨a · ~φ)]],
which is valid for all T with 0 ≤ T < MW , and I used g3 = g/L and the long-distance property
of the Green’s function where it behaves like a logarithm. This concludes the steps to derive
the dual double Coulomb gas (4.12).
C Monopole solutions for all simple groups
I present here monopole solutions used in section 3 and give their actions. Let me review
the SU(2) case first, where we have one BPS and one KK solution on R3 × S1. The solution
exists due to the symmetry breaking SU(2)→ U(1) so that pi2(SU(2)/U(1)) ≈ pi1(U(1)) ≈ Z.
In general recall the Euclidean action of pure Yang-Mills splits into electric and magnetic
field energy components.
S =
1
2g2
∫
R3×S1
tr[F aMNT
aF bMNT b] =
L
g2
∫
d3xtr[BaµT
aBbµT
b + EaµT
aEbµT
b], (C.1)
where Baµ = µνλF
a
νλ and E
a
µ = DµA
a
3, and the generators are taken in the fundamental
representation. The action (C.1) can be rewritten as
S =
L
g2
∫
d3xtr[(Baµ ∓DµAa3)T a(Bbµ ±DµAb3)T b]± 2tr[BaµT aDµAb3T b]. (C.2)
The last term can be integrated by parts and the equation of motion DµB
a
µ = 0 so we have
the action as
S =
L
g2
∫
d3xtr[(Baµ ∓DµAa3)T a(Bbµ ±DµAb3)T b] (C.3)
±2 L
g2
∫
S2∞
d2Σµtr[B
a
µT
aAb3T
b].
Our monopoles satisfy self-dual or anti self-dual equationsBaµ = ±DµAa3 (equivalently, FMN =
±F˜MN ) which simplifies the action to (using tr[T aT b] = δab/2)
S = ± L
g2
∫
S2∞
d2ΣµB
a
µA
a
3]. (C.4)
The instanton number satisfies
K = (16pi)−1
∫
R3×S1
tr[F aMNT
aF˜ bMNT
b] = ± g
2
8pi2
S, (C.5)
where the last equality holds for self dual and anti self dual solutions respectively. Setting
K = 1 gives the usual monopole action as required: S = 8pi2/g2.
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C.1 SU(2) monopole solution
For SU(2) I present the solution as given in [2]. We take as generators T a = τa/2 where τa
are the Pauli matrices, and satisfy tr[T aT b] = δab/2. The action is
S =
1
4g2
∫
R3×S1
F aMNF
aMN . (C.6)
In the hedgehog gauge the monopole solution is given by
Aµ = A
c
µτ
c = µνc
xν
|x|2 (1−
v|x|
sinh(v|x|))τ
c, (C.7)
A3 = Ψ
cτ c =
xc
|x|2 (v|x| coth(v|x|) + 1)τ
c,
where v = 〈A3〉. Putting these solutions (C.7) into the action (C.6) gives S = 4pivL/g2 so
that v = 2pi/L gives the usual monopole instanton action 8pi2/g2.
The magnetic field’s asymptotics are found to be (in the string/singular gauge)
Bµ =
1
2
µνλFνλ →|x|→∞ −
xµ
2|x|3 τ
3. (C.8)
C.2 Monopole solutions for arbitrary gauge group G
To find the monopole solutions for general gauge group we can embed the SU(2) solution into
G, SU(2) ⊂ G, for each simple co-root ~α∨i . The KK monopole solution will be given later to
give r+1 monopole solutions as is consistent with the symmetry breaking G→ U(1)r (for the
case of full Abelianization), which presents r BPS solutions as pi2(G/U(1)
r) ≈ pi1(U(1)r) ≈ Zr
(since pi2(G) ≈ 0 for covering spaces of Lie groups G˜, which we consider here as they allow
all representations, in particular spin representations). The KK solution arises due to the
compact direction and will be given later associated to the affine co-root ~α∨0 .
The SU(2) embedding into G for each simple root ~αi is given by
t1 =
1√
2~α2i
(Eαi + E−αi), t
2 =
1√
2i~α2i
(Eαi − E−αi), t3 =
1
2
~α∨i · ~H, (C.9)
which obey the SU(2) algebra commutation relations [ta, tb] = iabctc. The solutions for the
gauge field are the same as (C.7) but with
A3 = Ψ
cτ c + (~φ− 1
2
~α∨i v) · ~H, (C.10)
where ~φ determines the asymptotics of the gauge field v = ~A3 · ~αi = ~αi · ~φ/L. The solution
A3 is as is to guarantee these asymptotics since (in string gauge)
Ψcτ c||x|→∞ =
xc
|x| t
c ~αi · ~φ
L
= t3
~αi · ~φ
L
=
1
2
~αi · ~φ
L
~α∨i · ~H.
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The BPS magnetic monopole’s magnetic field’s asymptotics are given by
Bαiµ = −
xµ
|x|3
~α∨i · ~H
2
, i = 1, . . . , r. (C.11)
Its action and instanton number are given by
Sαi =
4pi
g2
~α∨i · ~φ, Kαi =
~α∨i · ~φ
2pi
, (C.12)
respectively.
The other solution mentioned before, the KK monopole, can be found by a Weyl reflection
as in [14]. Its asymptotic magnetic field is
Bα0µ = −
xµ
|x|3
~α∨0 · ~H
2
. (C.13)
Note that it has negative magnetic charge. (Also, since ~α∨0 = −
∑r
i=1 k
∨
i ~α
∨
i an instanton can
be formed from the collection of 2c2(G) monopoles.) Its action and monopole number are
found to be [2]
Sα0 =
4pi
g2
(2pi + ~α∨0 · ~φ), Kα0 =
2pi + ~α∨0 · ~φ
2pi
. (C.14)
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